AQUAPANEL® Biscuit

For joining AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Floor panels
Description

The AQUAPANEL® Biscuit has been specially developed for joining and levelling AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Floor and Floor MF panels.

The biscuit is made of break-proof, translucent plastic. The dimensions of the biscuit are: w/l/h = 60 x 23 x 4 mm.

The AQUAPANEL® Biscuit has an elliptical shape. Ridges across the width as well as ridges around the edges give the biscuit high stability. Because of its precise manufacture, the biscuit can be easily inserted into the close-fitting slot of the floor panel.

Border panels can be easily aligned. Inserting the biscuit has a self-levelling effect so the floor panels create a level surface when laid.

Handling and installation

Push biscuits into the slot of the AQUAPANEL® Cement Board Floor panel: two per short side and three on the longer side at the crosspoint of the panel. Push the next panel onto the biscuits and a perfect joint can be achieved.

Material coverage

Approx. 7 biscuits per m²

Method of delivery

AQUAPANEL® Biscuits 100 pieces
AQUAPANEL® Biscuits 200 pieces

Item codes

AQUAPANEL® Biscuit (100 pcs./pack): 110433
AQUAPANEL® Biscuit (200 pcs./pack): 110434